Kindergarten News
Numbers less than or equal to

October 12th-16th
Math

Reading
*Lesson 4-Identifying Events
The children will be able to
1)Recognize that an event is something that
happens in a story.
2)Identify the major events in a story.
3)Understand how thinking about story events,
can better help you comprehend a story

*Lesson 6- make 3, 4, and 5
The children should be able to decompose
numbers less than or equal to 10 into pairs in
more than one way.
They will be using objects or drawings and
record each decomposition by a drawing or
equation.
*Practice writing numbers 1-20

Phonics Kk and Bb
In Phonics, we are now working on 2 letters a week. We cannot stress to you the
importance of your child knowing their letters and sounds. They are only in the
classroom 2 days a week; therefore, they are going to have to work on this at home as
well. Some questions you should ask them are 1) how many letters are in the alphabet 2)
What are the two types of letters that make up the alphabet 3) How many vowels?
4) Name the vowels 5) Flashcards-have them name each letter and the sound it makes
6) How many sounds do vowels make?

Michael Heggerty
Letter Naming
Rhyming
Onset Fluency
Blending Onset-Rime
Identifying Final Sounds
Segmenting Onset-Rime
Substituting Phonemes
Adding Phonemes
Deleting Phonemes

Language Awareness

Sight Words
Your child should be going over every night and
be able to recognize and read these.
away
all
a
as
an
at

am
be
big
can
go
has

he
him
have
it
in
is

like
little
me
my
not
no

on
play
red
see
the
two

to
will
well
yellow
yes

Important Reminders!
Parent Meeting on Thursday October 8th at 5:00, on TEAMS with Kindergarten Teachers
Parent Teacher Conferences and Report Cards Friday October 9th. Be sure and check the time you
are scheduled for.
Math and Reading Assessments next Tuesday, Wednesday (virtual), and Friday
It is getting cooler outside, please make sure to send a jacket with your child.

